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Synopsis

Private employers and public agencies use various mechanical aptitude tests to screen applicants for jobs that range from mechanics and skilled trades apprentices to aerospace engineers and firefighters. These tests often differ in detail but measure similar abilities. This manual presents 18 typical tests that gauge an individual's mechanical aptitude and spatial ability, with all questions answered and explained. The author also advises on ways to improve mechanical comprehension, gives test-taking tips, and explains how pulleys, levers, and other simple machines work. The book is filled with diagrams and illustrations.
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Customer Reviews

I studied this for a day or two. it seemed simple but it gave alot of helpful tips and things to remember while i was taking different sections of the test. Covered a wide range of things to study and think about, which is great if your taking a test but are unsure about what exactly they are going to cover. I used it for my entrance exam for a Plant Operator Trainee position, and i passed. would recommend

This up-to-date text really helped my brain to process what was expected of it before I took the test. Get the Master The Mechanical Aptitude and Spatial Relations Test text too; it offers a further look on what to expect while taking your test. And, make sure you brush-up on your math skills before
your test time--get the CliffsNotes Basic Math & Pre-Algebra Quick Review, 2nd Edition (Cliffs Quick Review) text to reenergize those mathematical concepts learned in grade school. Oh yea, I passed the test! Good luck to you.

There were sections in this book that I never thought about studying. I studied all the sections, took all the practice test and when it came time for my actual test I was prepared. This book is easy to read and you can complete the entire book in several nights, couple hours a night.

It has been over 10 years since I took any math or English classes, let alone any mechanical skills assessments. This review guide helped me prepare for, and pass my entrance exams to get into an electrician apprenticeship program.

As a tutor, I am using this book to prepare women for construction jobs traditionally held by men. Those who have taken the entrance exam report that virtually all of the topics in this book were covered by the exam. I am pleased to find a training material that can supplement the other skills that my students need. A complement to this book would be one that reviews GED Math.

My son just took the test for the electrical union and he used this to prep for it - as this was a possible portion of the test. Needless to say he scored very high!

Very well written. Quality of printing and pages are very good. Illustrations and wording is done well. Nice book. Highly recommend.

gives enough info for what I needed to prepare for the test, would recommend to anyone preparing for an aptitude test
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